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Dr. Chapman's book on the "Biochemic System of Healing" developed by Dr. Schuessler is

excellent. I recommend this book for anyone wishing to understand and use the fine principles of Dr.

Schuessler's theory. From this book they can learn to use this gentle method of healing so often

needed in this hardened world. I learned Schuessler's theory from a much more lengthy book, but I

feel Chapman's book, in its condensed form, is in no way lacking. For a book this size, it is very

comprehensive. I have used it personally for almost 20 years helping my five children, 2

grandchildren, numerous family members and friends. I am positive everyone will treasure their

personal copy. I certainly have mine. That's why I'm buying more copies-to loan to friends. Good

reading to all who decide to buy it and most importantly to use it in their quest for a healthier life.

A great self help book. Dr. Schuessler researched that the cells in the body need different kinds of

salts to continue optimum development. The combination of the different salts can trigger the repair

of cells for many dis-eases in the body. Great reference book.



Great content in this book, but I didn't know it was going to be large print, with huge margins (1.5

inches on either side of the text). I should have guessed by the huge, 7.5 (almost 8") X over 9" size!

This would be great for someone who wants to make lots of notes or who needs a large print

version. I'd prefer a more compact, paper-back size (my friend has a different edition of this book

that's a more typical size)--something that would be easier for traveling. It's nice to have as an

additional home reference though. My favorite home reference is fast becoming The Twelve Tissue

Remedies of Schussler, which has more information on each individual salt, and includes all of

Schussler's original writings.

loooove love love! What an easy book! so perfect for beginners. not to much information, but not to

little and very simple and clear, like written for a normal human beings! I am extremely happy with it,

came fast and in perfect condition.

This work assists one to find physical symptoms and what one can do to alleviate those symptoms

through nutrition of the right minerals necessary for balanced and good health.

Cell salts are a branch of homeopathy. They are wonderful to take for colds that are starting, fever

blisters, etc. - I encourage you to try them - easy, quick, effective!

We have been using this book for the past 40 years. I am now buying copies of it for our children.

Thank-you for reprinting it.

a beginners reader but extremely thorough.
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